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Special Names

Group Names

Group 1 - Alkali Metals

Group 2 - Alkali Earth 

Metals

Groups 3 - 12 -

Transition Metals

Group 17 - Halogens

Group 18 - Noble Gases

Period Names

4f - Lanthanide series

5f - Actinide series

both technically in 

group 3 (inner 

transition metals)

+
Atomic Radius Trends

+ Periodic Trends

Atomic radius - the distance from the center of 
the atom to the outer edge.

Trends:

1) Atomic radius increases down a group.

2) Atoms get smaller as you move across the 
period.

- Explanation of (2) - As you move left to right 
across the period, there are more protons 
which give a stronger pull on the outermost 
electrons.
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+ Ionic Size Trends

+

Ionic Size Trends

When atoms lose electrons, their radius 

decreases.  

When atoms gain electrons, their radius 

increases.

 Atoms within the same group form the same ions.

+
Ionization Energy Trends
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+

Ionization Energy Trends

Energy required to remove one of the atom’s 

electrons.

- Ionization energies decrease as you move 

down a group.

- Ionization energies increase as you move 

left to right across the period.

+
Trends

+

Electronegativity Trends

Atoms ability to pull electrons towards it.

- Electronegativity decreases as you move 

down a group.

- Electronegativity increases as you move left 

to right across the period.
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Groups
Alkali Metals:

 highly reactive due to single 

s-orbital electron.

 Forms a +1 charge

 Reacts with oxygen & water rapidly, 

must be stored in oil.

 Soft metal, very abundant

Alkali Earth Metals:

 Very reactive, but not as much as 

alkali metals.  

 Soft metal, very abundant

 Forms +2 charge

GroupsHalogens:

 Nonmetals with high reactivity.

 Very common in compound form

 Gas or liquid at room temp.

 Forms a -1 charge.

Noble Gases:

 Gases with a full p-orbital.

 Very few compounds of noble 

gases made because of stable p-

orbital.

 Commonly used in gas tubes for 

neon-type signs.

Groups

Transition Metals: (d-orbital)

 Metals found throughout the Earth, sometimes in 

elemental form.

 Varying charges, most commonly form +2 charge.

 Most applications of industry from these elements
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Groups

Inner Transition Metals: (f-orbital)

 Group of highly unstable elements used in nuclear 

reactions, and lighting.

 Instability due to size of atoms.


